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What	is	This	Paper	About?

𝑦T,U = 𝛼T + 𝛽Z𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛T,U + 𝛽g𝐻𝐻𝐼T,U + 𝛾𝑋T,U + 𝜇U + 𝜖T,U

Financial	Leverage:
• Book	leverage
• Market	leverage

Geographic	diversification
(GDP	growth	correlations	weighted	by	sales)

+

International	diversification
- Greater	resilience	to	regional	shocks
- Stable	cash	flows
- Lower	default	probability
- Higher	debt	capacity	and	greater	tax	benefits

Firms	borrow	more.

Interactions:
1. Tax	Rates
2. Political	Risk



Diversification	Measure	

unique U.S. companies with sales in 120 countries. The most number of countries that a

firm has sales in is 38.

[Insert Table 1 Here]

Table 1 shows the top 30 countries where our sample firms have sales. On average, more

than 60% of firms have sales in the top five countries of the UK, Germany, Japan, Canada,

and China. The fraction of sales in these five countries ranges from four percent to 5.2

percent.

3.2 Measurement of diversification

Our first measure of the degree of diversification is correlation-based and is computed as

the difference between the standard deviation of GDP growth across countries where a firm

has sales and the standard deviation of GDP growth assuming a pair-wise correlation of one

between all countries.14

Diversificationi,t =

!""#
Ni,t$

p=1

Ni,t$

q=1

ωp,tωq,tσp,tσq,t − σ(

Ni,t$

p=1

ωp,trp,[t−9,t]), (1)

where rp and σp are the annual GDP growth and standard deviation of GDP growth of coun-

try p over the past 10 years, Ni is the number of countries where firm i has sales (including

the U.S.), ωp is the share of sales in country p, and σ(
%Ni,t

p=1 ωp,trp,[t−9,t]) is the standard

deviation of weighted GDP growth over the past 10 years. This diversification measure is

always positive, and a more positive value implies a greater degree of diversification. Our

14This approach has been used in Desai et al. (2008) and Duchin (2010), among others. The correlation of
country GDP growth rates is a standard measure of country business-cycle synchronization in the literature
(e.g., Kose, Otrok, and Whiteman (2003) and Fillat and Garetto (2015)). By construction, this approach
captures only shocks to the correlation of a firm’s existing foreign sales.
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second measure of the degree of diversification is a simple average correlation measure,

Ni,t!

p=1

Ni,t!

q=1

ωp,tωq,tCorr[t−9,t](p, q), (2)

where Corr[t−9,t](p, q) is the pair-wise correlation between GDP growth in country p and q

during the past 10 years. Because the two correlation measures are highly correlated, our

results are very similar using these two measures. We therefore report our results based on

the first diversification measure.15

[Insert Figures 1 to 3 Here]

Figure 1 shows the correlation of GDP growth between the U.S. and the rest of the

world over the period of 1990 to 2013. Overall, U.S. economic growth is more positively

correlated with developed countries and neighboring countries. But, there is also substantial

variation in these correlations. For example, the correlation between France and the U.S.

is 0.75, but the correlation between Germany and the U.S. is only 0.37. Over time, the

correlation tends to increase as a result of a general increase in global economic integration.

However, there is also substantial variation in the change in the correlation over time across

countries. For example, Figure 3 shows that the Canadian economy and the U.S. economy

are closely linked during the whole 1990 to 2013 period. The correlation between the two

countries’ GDP growth rates is 0.883 from 1990 to 2000 and 0.898 from 2001 to 2013.

Belgium and the U.S. show much greater business cycle synchronization in the latter half:

their correlation increases from 0.326 during the 1990s to 0.742 after 2000. The correlation

between Netherlands and the U.S. only increases moderately from 0.436 to 0.532. Finally,

China and India have very low business cycle comovement with the U.S., and the correlation

is actually lower in the 2001 to 2013 period relative to the 1990 to 2000 period.

15In Appendix Table B1, we report our main results on leverage using the simple correlation measure of
diversification.
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Average	Correlation	Measure		=

Alternative	Measure:

Assumption:	Sales	weights	are	correlated	with	cash	flow	weights.
• Strategic	transfer	pricing?
• Correlated	with	tax	rates	and	political	risk.



Diversification	and	leverage:	
Results

Table 3: Diversification and leverage

Diversification is defined as the difference between the “no-diversification” weighted average of GDP growth
volatilities

!"N
p=1

"N
q=1 ωpωqσpσq and the standard deviation of the weighted average of GDP growth over

the past 10 years
"N

p=1 ωprp. Weights are sales in year t. The definitions of other variables are in the
Appendix. All regressions include year and firm fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are
reported in the parentheses.

Blev Blev Blev Mlev Mlev Mlev

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Diversification 1.98∗ 4.43∗∗∗ 4.47∗∗∗ 3.53∗∗∗ 3.84∗∗ 4.03∗∗

(1.19) (1.58) (1.63) (1.13) (1.61) (1.64)
HHI 0.04∗∗∗ 0.03∗ 0.02 0.02

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)
Ln(sales) 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Tangible 0.14∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
CF −0.16∗∗∗ −0.16∗∗∗ −0.22∗∗∗ −0.21∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
V ol GDP Growth −0.19 0.13 −1.33 −1.42

(0.85) (0.96) (0.96) (1.14)
Bus HHI −0.04∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Ln(GDP ) 0.00 0.00

(0.00) (0.00)
GDP growth −0.03 −0.35∗

(0.21) (0.21)
GDP per capita 0.00∗ 0.00

(0.00) (0.00)
Debt GDP ratio 0.01 0.01

(0.02) (0.02)
Trade GDP ratio 0.02 0.01

(0.02) (0.02)
Market cap GDP ratio −0.02 −0.01

(0.01) (0.01)

R-squared 0.010 0.043 0.045 0.078 0.132 0.133
N 24840 24840 24840 24840 24840 24840
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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We	need	a	standard	set	of	controls.	Specification	is	missing	
other	important	leverage	factors	such	as	Market/Book	ratio	
and	Industry	Median	Leverage.



Diversification	and	Leverage

𝑦T,U = 𝛼T + 𝛽Z𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛T,U + 𝛽g𝐻𝐻𝐼T,U + 𝛾𝑋T,U + 𝜇U + 𝜖T,U

Omitted	Variables:
• Firms	determine	both	how	much	debt	to	issue	and	what	
countries	to	operate	in.

• To	show	that	geographic	diversification	increases	debt	
capacity,	we	need	exogenous	variation	in	diversification.	



How	Much	Do	the	Weights	
Matter?

likely to be limited by foreign political risk concerns compared to otherwise similar MNCs.

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 7 test these value and leverage predictions. We find a greater

value effect of geographically well-diversified cash flow for exporters (Column 3) and much

reduced sensitivity of their financial leverage ratios to political risks (Column 4).

6 Robustness tests to potential endogeneity issues

In this section, we discuss some potential endogeneity issues and our attempts to address

them in greater detail. Our main variable of interest is a function of firms’ sales distribution

and GDP growth correlation among countries. A firm’s sales in each country could be

determined by exogenous host-country growth opportunities as well as the firm’s endogenous

decision to retreat or expand in that country. In our previous analysis, firm fixed effects could

eliminate cross-firm variation in sales distribution. We also include firm sales concentration

in our regressions as an attempt to capture the endogenous variation in our diversification

measure. Hence the remaining (within-firm) variation in diversification should be mostly

due to temporal variations in country GDP growth correlations. Nevertheless, one could still

argue that omitted firm-year factors could endogenously determine a firm’s sales locations.

In what follows, we address this remaining issue more explicitly.

6.1 Fixing sales exposure in year 1

Our first approach to address the residual endogeneity concerns is to fix a firm’s sales dis-

tribution in year 1 – the first year that a firm enters into our sample period – in calculating

our diversification measure. Diversification in Eq. (1) is redefined as:

Diversificationi,t =

!""#
Ni,1$

p=1

Ni,1$

q=1

ωp,1ωq,1σp,tσq,t − σ(

Ni,1$

p=1

ωp,1rp,[t−9,t]) (4)
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Fixing	sales	exposure	in	year	1.

• Impute	firm	sales	using	its	initial	destination	country	sales.
• Impute	firm	sales	using	its	initial	destination	country	and	
industry	sales	in	those	countries.

Concern:	Factors	that	drive	growth	of	US	sales	in	other	
countries	(or	for	country-industry	combinations)	also	drive	
leverage	decisions.

Exogenous	Variation	in	Weights



How	Much	Do	the	Weights	
Matter?
If	only	the	GDP	growth	correlations	matter,	then	we	
should	get	similar	results	if	we	use:
• Random	weights
• Equal	weights
• Reverse	weights



Effect	of	Taxes	and	Political	Risk

• Tax	rate	differences	and	political	risk	
consideration	affect	decisions	about	which	
countries	to	operate	in.
• For	example:

• Highly	profitable	firms	operate	in	low-tax	countries.	
These	countries	are	also	more	integrated.

• And,	empirically,	we	know	that	highly	profitable	firms	
have	less	leverage.

• Political	risk	differences	could	similarly	affect	
diversification	decision	and	also	leverage.

Understanding	what	drives	geographic	diversification	is	
important.



Comments:	Table	8

likely to be limited by foreign political risk concerns compared to otherwise similar MNCs.

Columns 3 and 4 of Table 7 test these value and leverage predictions. We find a greater

value effect of geographically well-diversified cash flow for exporters (Column 3) and much

reduced sensitivity of their financial leverage ratios to political risks (Column 4).

6 Robustness tests to potential endogeneity issues

In this section, we discuss some potential endogeneity issues and our attempts to address

them in greater detail. Our main variable of interest is a function of firms’ sales distribution

and GDP growth correlation among countries. A firm’s sales in each country could be

determined by exogenous host-country growth opportunities as well as the firm’s endogenous

decision to retreat or expand in that country. In our previous analysis, firm fixed effects could

eliminate cross-firm variation in sales distribution. We also include firm sales concentration

in our regressions as an attempt to capture the endogenous variation in our diversification

measure. Hence the remaining (within-firm) variation in diversification should be mostly

due to temporal variations in country GDP growth correlations. Nevertheless, one could still

argue that omitted firm-year factors could endogenously determine a firm’s sales locations.

In what follows, we address this remaining issue more explicitly.

6.1 Fixing sales exposure in year 1

Our first approach to address the residual endogeneity concerns is to fix a firm’s sales dis-

tribution in year 1 – the first year that a firm enters into our sample period – in calculating

our diversification measure. Diversification in Eq. (1) is redefined as:

Diversificationi,t =

!""#
Ni,1$

p=1

Ni,1$

q=1

ωp,1ωq,1σp,tσq,t − σ(

Ni,1$

p=1

ωp,1rp,[t−9,t]) (4)
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Table 8: Diversification and leverage: robustness

Diversification is defined as the difference between the “no-diversification” weighted average of GDP growth
volatilities

!"N
p=1

"N
q=1 ωpωqσpσq and the standard deviation of the weighted average of GDP growth over

the past 10 years
"N

p=1 ωprp. In columns 1 and 2, weights are sales in year 1. Columns 3 through 6 report
the IV results, where the instrumented variables are Diversification, HHI, and V ol GDP Growth. In
columns 3 and 4, the instrument for Diversification is constructed as follows. At the beginning year, 2003,
a firm’s sales share in a country is the firm’s sales divided by all sales of U.S. firms. In the subsequent years,
the imputed sales of this firm is its initial weight in that country multiplied by the total sales of U.S. firms.
The imputed sales in each country is then used to compute the imputed diversification, which is used as an
instrument for diversification. The instruments for HHI, and V ol GDP Growth are corresponding variable
using imputed sales. In columns 5 and 6, we fix a firm’s exposing countries in year 1 and then use industry
(FF 12) sales in subsequent years in these countries to calculate a new diversification measure, which is used
as the IV for Diversification. All regressions include year and firm fixed effects. The definitions of other
variables are in the Appendix. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are reported in the parentheses.

Year 1 Instrument 1 Instrument 2

Blev Mlev Blev Mlev Blev Mlev

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Diversification 6.38∗∗∗ 5.34∗∗ 9.99∗ 11.45∗∗ 9.26∗∗ 8.53∗

(2.36) (2.37) (5.97) (5.47) (4.51) (4.92)
HHI 0.24 0.32 0.09 0.07

(0.25) (0.20) (0.07) (0.06)
Ln(sales) 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.04∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.01) (0.00) (0.00)
Tangible 0.12∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗ 0.07∗ 0.11∗∗∗ 0.12∗∗∗ 0.16∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.04) (0.04) (0.03) (0.03)
CF −0.18∗∗∗ −0.24∗∗∗ −0.21∗∗∗ −0.29∗∗∗ −0.18∗∗∗ −0.24∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02)
V ol GDP Growth 0.24 −1.00 −2.46 −5.31∗ 1.98 −1.09

(1.30) (1.43) (2.49) (2.79) (3.61) (4.65)
Bus HHI −0.04∗∗∗ −0.07∗∗∗ −0.03∗ −0.05∗∗ −0.03∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)

First stage

DiversIV .693∗∗∗ .887∗∗∗

(0.021) (0.032)
Adjusted R2 0.743 0.652
F − Statistic 515.5 346.9
P-value 0.000 0.000

R-squared 0.044 0.131 0.014 0.082 0.042 0.129
N 21428 21428 13907 13907 19959 19959
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Fixing	sales	exposure	in	year	1.

But,	HHI	could	still	be	time	
varying.



Comments:	Coefficient	on	
Diversification

Table 3: Diversification and leverage

Diversification is defined as the difference between the “no-diversification” weighted average of GDP growth
volatilities

!"N
p=1

"N
q=1 ωpωqσpσq and the standard deviation of the weighted average of GDP growth over

the past 10 years
"N

p=1 ωprp. Weights are sales in year t. The definitions of other variables are in the
Appendix. All regressions include year and firm fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the firm level are
reported in the parentheses.

Blev Blev Blev Mlev Mlev Mlev

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Diversification 1.98∗ 4.43∗∗∗ 4.47∗∗∗ 3.53∗∗∗ 3.84∗∗ 4.03∗∗

(1.19) (1.58) (1.63) (1.13) (1.61) (1.64)
HHI 0.04∗∗∗ 0.03∗ 0.02 0.02

(0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02)
Ln(sales) 0.02∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)
Tangible 0.14∗∗∗ 0.14∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗ 0.19∗∗∗

(0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)
CF −0.16∗∗∗ −0.16∗∗∗ −0.22∗∗∗ −0.21∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01)
V ol GDP Growth −0.19 0.13 −1.33 −1.42

(0.85) (0.96) (0.96) (1.14)
Bus HHI −0.04∗∗∗ −0.04∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗ −0.06∗∗∗

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)
Ln(GDP ) 0.00 0.00

(0.00) (0.00)
GDP growth −0.03 −0.35∗

(0.21) (0.21)
GDP per capita 0.00∗ 0.00

(0.00) (0.00)
Debt GDP ratio 0.01 0.01

(0.02) (0.02)
Trade GDP ratio 0.02 0.01

(0.02) (0.02)
Market cap GDP ratio −0.02 −0.01

(0.01) (0.01)

R-squared 0.010 0.043 0.045 0.078 0.132 0.133
N 24840 24840 24840 24840 24840 24840
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table	3:	Diversification	and	Leverage	(N=24,840)

Table 6: Diversification and leverage: institution quality

Diversification is defined as the difference between the “no-diversification” weighted average of GDP growth volatilities
!"N

p=1

"N
q=1 ωpωqσpσq

and the standard deviation of the weighted average of GDP growth over the past 10 years
"N

p=1 ωprp. Weights are sales in year t. The higher the
value, the lower the degree of diversification. Both Diversification and the institutional quality variables have been standardized so that each
variable has a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The definitions of other variables are in the Appendix. The variables in the table
header indicate the proxy for institutional quality (Inst qty) used in the columns. All regressions include year and firm fixed effects. Standard
errors clustered at the firm level are reported in the parentheses.

Poli Risk Poli Risk Poli Risk

BLev MLev BLev MLev BLev MLev

Diversification 0.008∗∗ 0.007∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.011∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004)
Diver×Inst qty 0.004∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)
Inst qty 0.007∗∗ 0.005∗ 0.006∗∗ 0.004 0.005∗∗ 0.004

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
HHI 0.008 −0.004 0.029∗ 0.014 0.037∗∗ 0.021

(0.012) (0.010) (0.015) (0.014) (0.016) (0.014)
Ln(sales) 0.023∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003)
Tangible 0.139∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗ 0.139∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗ 0.138∗∗∗ 0.189∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.026) (0.030) (0.026) (0.030) (0.026)
CF −0.163∗∗∗ −0.215∗∗∗ −0.164∗∗∗ −0.215∗∗∗ −0.163∗∗∗ −0.215∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.014) (0.016) (0.014) (0.016) (0.014)
V ol GDP Growth −0.390 −1.560∗ 0.134 −1.090 0.306 −0.928

(0.856) (0.945) (0.862) (0.978) (0.869) (0.977)
Bus HHI −0.038∗∗∗ −0.063∗∗∗ −0.038∗∗∗ −0.063∗∗∗ −0.038∗∗∗ −0.063∗∗∗

(0.014) (0.013) (0.014) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013)

R-squared 0.044 0.132 0.044 0.132 0.045 0.133
N 24840 24840 24840 24840 24840 24840
∗ p < 0.1, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table	6:	Diversification	and	Leverage:	Institution	Quality	
(N=24,840)



Exporters	versus	MNC

• Identifying	exporters
• Foreign	sales	in	Factset	but	no	foreign	income	and	
foreign	assets	in	Compustat.

• Compustat	coverage?
• What	determines	the	decision	to	be	an	exporter	
versus	MNC?



Conclusion
• Addresses	important	questions

• Benefits	and	costs	of	global	diversification
• How	much	do	global	sales	exposures	affect	financing	
decisions	of	firms?

• Well	designed	tests.	Strong	empirical	support.
• To	understand	the	effect	of	diversification	on	
leverage,	it	will	be	important	to:
• Understand	diversification	motives.
• Understand	how	firms	adjust	their	exposures	to	
various	countries	depending	on	tax	rates	and	political	
risk	considerations.	


